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"DSLive Reporting'
‘What we really need is to be able to create reports!’, we were recently told by some of our Building
Control Manager friends. ‘Ok we can do that’, we replied happily, and thus the idea of ‘DSLive
Reporting’ was born. The concept behind DSLive Reports? Increasingly Building Control Managers
have been turning to us for help with the daily problems they are coming up against. Constant
administrative and financial pressures mean building control teams are shrinking, having to join
forces, desk-share or work remotely from home. Departments are having to re-evaluate the way
they do things and new solutions are needed to accommodate the changes being made. With
reduced manpower, employees working from home and the combined workloads of multiple
teams to manage, Building Control Managers now need all the help they can get to monitor and
take control of the business coming into their department. The recent demand for more
transparency and better information given to owners about their new build homes mean authorities
are also now finding themselves in sore need of a feasible way to share information about
applications and inspections.
This is where DSLive Reporting comes in. Currently in the hands of our development team DSLive
Reporting will eventually see authorities with the ability to create reports on the hundreds of
applications, inspections and invoices that building control departments handle on a weekly basis.
At the click of a button they can monitor the applications coming in, the progress of inspections and
the application payments being made. This will be particularly useful for partnerships who have a
number of different departments working together but which still need to be reported on
individually as well as a whole. As invaluable as DSLive Reporting will be for those in charge of
running such departments DSLive Reporting is not a tool that has been designed for the sole use of
managers alone however. With DSLive operating from the Cloud and accessible from any location
with an internet connection, reports can be created, viewed, downloaded, printed or shared by all
employees whether they working in the office or from home. This means remote workers can stay
better connected and updated about the current status of applications, inspections and
department workloads.
The concept of DSLive Reporting emerged as we developed our new ‘Office’ account, a package
which provides authorities the tools they need to carry out their administrative and management
tasks online in DSLive alongside their applications. DSLive Reporting is just one of those tools that
will see DSLive transform from an application processing and approval system to a complete
business solution. With reporting a fundamental aspect of management in any department we look
forward to seeing how our DSLive Reports assist our building control friends in the daily running of
their department.

